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Since the Big Bang was recognized as the source of the 

existence of the universe, many physics conclusions have been 

made. If it were scientifically recognized that our universe was 

created in the collapse of a star in another universe with 

millions of years’ time distortion, then other physics 

conclusions would have been made. All phenomena not 

understood in the solar system attributed to nuclear fusion. For 

example rotate the sun around the axis and rotate the equator 

faster than the poles.  

 

The sun’s corona is 300 times warmer than the surface of the 

sun. Magnetism within the sun. The tilt of the planets with 

polarity changes at half the circumference of the sun. The 

energy source of the sun. The very existence of the sun. But 

there is phenomenon that can explain all the phenomena 

attributed to nuclear fusion within the sun and it is a collapse of 

a star in another universe distorted in time and the formation of 

a new sun. Because of the distortion of time between universes 

the mass coming out of the black hole is star dust saturated with 

the energy of natural gas and fuel. When the dust of the stars 

ignites, a new sun is created. A black hole injects star dust into 

the sun and turns the sun around the axis, causing the equator to 

circulate faster than the poles. Natural gas and fuel float, 

burning outside the sun and causing the corona to be 300 times 

warmer than the surface of the sun. Increased magnetism in the 

sun is actually the gravity of the star collapses in another 

universe that passes through a narrow opening of the black 

hole, in two opposite directions.  

 

The tilt of the planets is also due to the increased gravity of the 

sun as a result of the gravity of the star collapsing in another 

universe that passes through a narrow opening of the black 

hole, in two opposite directions. The energy of the sun is 

produced by the combustion of gas and fuel on the surface of 

the sun. The sun was created from star dust which came from 

the collapse of a star in another universe through a black hole 

with time distortion between the universes. The sun was created 

in the same process as the earth, at the deep of the earth there is 

gas and fuel, which point to the need to find a source of gas and 

fuel within the sun that will be the source of the sun’s energy. 

The sun’s corona is 300 times warmer than the surface of the 

sun. Gas and fuel can float to the surface of the sun and burn 

out on the surface of the sun and thereby can cause the 

phenomenon of the sun’s corona to be 300 times warmer than 

the surface of the sun. Around the solar system there is burnt 

star dust that indicates the high probability that there is still a 

source in the sun that injects star dust into the sun. The equator 

of the sun rotates faster than the poles which attest to the 

external force of black hole in the sun which can injects mass of 

star dust into the sun.  

 

The increased magnetism in the sun indicates that there is 

gravitational force of a star collapsing in another universe 

which affects the gravitational force of the sun along the axis of 

the sun. The tilt of Earth’s proves that there is a star collapsing 

in another universe whose gravity passing through a narrow 

opening of the black hole causes the earth's tilt. The passage of 

mass through a black hole with time distortion explains the 

flow of star dust into the sun for millions of years, explaining 

the chemical process in which mass of star collapses change 

into star dust. The gravity of the star collapsing in another 

universe explains the illusion of magnetism of the sun. Fiery 

looping rain on the sun is an arc shaped, which shows that there 

is flow of mass in two directions through a black hole that has 

two opposite exits.  

 

By that indication, the fiery looping rain on the sun is a white 

hole in the sun, rotating the sun, injecting star dust into the sun 

and being the source of energy for the sun. All traces of nuclear 

fusion within the sun can easily be attributed to the energies 

produced by new materials found in star dust. Natural gas and 

fuel have the ability to cause fusion in the sun by combustion of 

natural gas and fuel outside the sun and because nuclear fusion 

cannot cause the sun’s corona to be 300 times warmer than the 

surface of the sun, than the conclusion is that gas and fuel are 

the only energy source of the sun and there is no nuclear fusion 

within the sun. It shows that the component of natural gas and 

fuel is a major component of solar activity. 

 

 


